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Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl
33041 NEW CELL # 305 340 8082 Call Greg to
InventSomething! ...Next Revolution will be won by MD
women!

10-21-14 Mediocrity... not in the iPhone 007 spy, Bond
Women will have a license for SIRI to alert women looking
for Dangerous men, not just the run of the mill wife killer
(OJ's and Pistorius Clones) but all the rich and famous
"Robert Kennedy's" who searched google for how to drive your
wife Mary Kennedy to hang herself in the barn!!
10-21-14 Mediocrity... This is why Dr. Nancy will say "YES" to
Greg's proposal to share a Nobel in Medicine for the Rx Cure
of Breast Cancer... put it in the H2O if it works!! 24/7
Brainstorming streamed to your MacBook Air + Pro, yes Dr.
Nancy has a Macbook!
10-21-14 Proposal of "1984 II" advanced tracking of "OJ"
clones + Pistorius Clones (starts five-year term for killing
Reeva Steenkamp...) as our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictators
have Brainwashed men into cheering when the drone hits
the Elementary School in Mecca!
10-21-14 Proposal to share "Hundred's" of Nobels in Medicine
via a shot to the hippocampus for every 5th grader not as
"smart" as Dr. Nancy because stray electric signals are to
strong, or to weak, or in the wrong part of the brain. First
Day our 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators with syphilis in the brain
make contact we will start Brainstorming stray electric
signals in the brain!
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Goddess of Inspiration! 15 Billion People on Earth is the case
for or against...iApps that will help Dr. Katrina get 1,001
Super Brain Inventions she has never thought of...
preinstalled on her MacBook Pro! Dr. Katrina touched a
brain + her thoughts started a electrical storm that just
grows + grows, to comprehending 777 Trillion Galaxies
expanding into empty space at this moment! With her Brain
and someone else Brain on her index finger making sparks
in her Brain... triumphing victory over Caesar + the
Pentagon! Now we just need an iApp to hear + see Aliens on
the 52 nearest Stars witch are also preinstalled on her
MacBook Pro with a Xeon CPU. heyday Intel would never do
on its own!
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Dr. Katrina touched a brain + her thoughts started a
electrical storm. iApps on the Brain! Preinstalled on the
MacBook Air + Pro.

Picasso's brain behavior in the hippocampus, with every new
women...
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Picasso's brain behavior in the hippocampus, with every new
women...
10-21-14 People with certain types of epilepsy these days have
the option of having a part of their hippocampus ablated, a
procedure that requires drilling a hole in the scalp,
reaching the bottom of the brain, and using a probe to
remove the tissue that generates stray electric signals. This is
brain surgery both literally and figuratively, that requires
steady hands, a full understanding of the anatomy of the
head, and being able to work inside an MRI scanner.
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head, and being able to work inside an MRI scanner.
Researchers at Vanderbilt University have been building a
robot to access the hippocampus more directly, via the cheek,
and make the procedure less invasive and easier to perform.
Because there’s no straight shot to the hippocampus even
with an approach from below, the technique requires using a
steerable needle to navigate to the right spot without
damaging important tissue on the way. The needle is made
out of nitinol, a popular shape-memory allow used in stents
and other medical devices in part because it is nonferromagnetic. The needle consists of concentric tubes
powered by compressed air, some of which are curved, which
extend independently to create a path that extends to the
target within the brain. The needle can be advanced a
millimeter at a time to make sure it’s following the correct
path and its exact position visualized under MRI.
10-21-14 Mediocrity in writing of this Headline at The
Atlantic... "What If America Had Canada's Healthcare?"
10-21-14 What if America had Saudi Arabia's Healthcare;
One would be no more kidney dialysis machines as everyone
would get a kidney bought from some poor soul living in
Mecca, grin!!

10-21-14 Mediocrity in Moscow... Heating Elements built into
all streets and sidewalks was "Killed" by Putin and his 1984
II Numb Nuts Dictators. Drunk Snowplow Drivers "Killed"
Millions of Russian Cosmonauts!
10-21-14 Mediocrity in Moscow... Christophe de Margerie, the
charismatic CEO of Total SA who dedicated his career to the
multinational oil company, was killed at a Moscow airport
when his private jet collided with a snowplow whose driver
was drunk, Russian investigators said Tuesday.
10-21-14 Mediocrity in the killing + sucker punching of God's
Best Invention... Women!
10-21-14 Mediocrity in the 1984 II government workers
reading this at the Pentagon or CIA so I will add for the
"Baby Killers" from Vietnam Era at a desk job today... you
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"Baby Killers" from Vietnam Era at a desk job today... you
could have prevented this but built JFK Super Carriers... take
that you Vietnam Baby Killers, remember in Vietnam
someone Throws the 6-week-old baby at you out on patrol in
the rice paddy. Dad throws fussy 6-week-old baby, killing the
child: New York Daily News!

10-21-14 Mediocrity in McCain + Kerry, you could have
prevented this but built JFK Super Carriers...
10-21-14 Mediocrity in not preventing this murder with laser
guided "Drop Cams" and SIRI alerts to the cops, so Pistorius
starts five-year term for killing Reeva Steenkamp... Reeva is
"Dead." Murdered by Putin, McCain, Kerry, and mostly by
Hillary + Bill. Bill + Melinda Gates are also responsible as a
win 8.2 fix!!
10-21-14 Mediocrity Warped the Top Brass Frontal Lobe via
none have a perfect 100% memory ALL put their $777 Trillion
into JFK Super Carrier Fleets not "BRAIN Discoveries to get
total recall + laser guided skills to discover Warp 11... 55K
cpu's to make a Disney money but not discover everything
about the brain, these Mad Men who used JFK for War are
leading sailors to Hell... But God the Admiral gave me the
orders to kill millions of people!
10-21-14 Mediocrity Warped the Top Brass Frontal Lobe via
$777 Trillion holding up gas stations, sucker punching
women + watching YouTube streaming videos of 52K murders
with Football Cheers from the Generals!
10-21-14 Mediocrity Warped the Top Brass Frontal Lobe via
"When Adults Get Involved, It Can Help Reduce High Rate Of
Teen Driver Deaths"Forbes Teen drivers often make
dangerous choices due to a lack of maturity, a penchant for
taking risks, and inexperience behind the wheel

10-21-14 Mediocrity Warped the Top Brass Frontal Lobe via
only when Aliens living on planets of the nearest 52 stars
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only when Aliens living on planets of the nearest 52 stars
make contact will the top brass end War!
10-21-14 Mediocrity Warped the Top Brass Frontal Lobe via
NewLink Genetics Corp (NLNK) has signed a $1 billion
licensing agreement with Roche Holding Ltd.'s (ADR)
(RHHBY) pharmaceutical research company, Genentech, Inc.
The agreement concerns NewLink Genetics licensing its
cancer therapy, ...
10-21-14 McCain + Kerry's Mediocrity... took kickbacks from
BP + Mecca so low down + criminal I suspect McCain + Kerry
took $ trillions to keep all cancer therapy drugs a NON -Cure!
CIA would know!
10-21-14 Mediocrity Warped the Top Brass Frontal Lobe via
10-21-14 Mediocrity in writing this Headline at The
Atlantic... "What If America Had Canada's Healthcare?"
10-21-14 What if America had Saudi Arabia's Healthcare;
One would be no more kidney dialysis machines as everyone
would get a kidney bought from some poor soul living in
Mecca, grin!!

10-21-14 Mediocrity... Yordan Hernandez, Angel Toral,
Jorge Ernesto Fiorenzano, Jose Carvajal Lopez
10-21-14 Mediocrity... "How to spot a Dangerous Man" if the
author of this book can, we certainly can stop them. Chief
Donie Lee said in a prepared statement. "It's a good time to
tell visitors and residents things they can do to become less
of a target."
10-21-14 Mediocrity... dealing in stolen property as most
women in Key West who come out the door and find their
bike stolen never report it because they think the cops will
not even try to find her stolen bike! I will find 100's of stolen
bikes in Key West when our 1984 Numb Nuts Dictators with
syphilis make contact!
10-21-14 Mediocrity...
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10-21-14 Mediocrity...
10-21-14 Mediocrity... not in the iPhone 007 spy, Bond
Women will have a license for SIRI to alert women looking
for Dangerous men, not just the run of the mill wife killer
'OJ's) but all the rich and famous "Robert Kennedy's" who
searched google for how to drive your wife Mary Kennedy to
hang herself in the barn!!
10-21-14 Mediocrity...
10-21-14 Mediocrity...

10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over Air Force's Mysterious
X-37B Spacecraft"

10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over when will our 1984 II
Numb Nuts Dictator make contact? When will we get to work
24/7 on "...put it in the H2O if it works to cure Breast
Cancer...

10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over New Manhattan
Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer!" Not Ebola!
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over New Manhattan
Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer!"
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10-20-14 $1 Trillion dollar... EUPHORIA... looking into Mary
B.'s eyes when our 1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator makes
contact! Takes Scam Wars off the front page and puts Breast
Cancers Trillion dollar $ Manhattan Project, and he could
even announce the 155 Story Yale NYC Medical School build
were the UN is today as the UN failed all the kids at the Saint
Jude Childrens Hospital for Cancer caused by Holocaust II
Poison Gasoline Exhaust!
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over New Manhattan
Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer!" Not Ebola!
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over New Manhattan
Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer!"
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over New Manhattan
Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer!" $1 Trillion for Dr.
Nancy Snyderman... Shared Nobel with Greg as we "Will" get
the Rx Cure in 2014.
10-20-14 Not Ebola Headlines about Dr. Nancy Snyderman.
Snyderman is an alumna of Penn's School of Medicine, and
holds an appointment as a “clinical associate” of
otorhinolaryngology.
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otorhinolaryngology.
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over New Manhattan
Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer!" And the futuristic
novel at the Hemingway House Writing Class in Key West - A
Manhattan Project that is not Top Secret or Classified. A
Futuristic Manhattan Project in the Hemingway House
Writing Class in Key West. wow!
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over New Manhattan
Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer!"
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over New Manhattan
Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer!" $1 Trillion for Dr.
Nancy Snyderman... Shared Nobel with Greg as we "Will" get
the Rx Cure in 2014 our Hysteric Revenge against our 1984
II Numb Nuts Dictator with Syphilis!

10-20-14 Brainstorming study's after this Rx Cure will be... as
a fast-acting mood-lifter restored pleasure-seeking behavior
independent of This plague of War Scams" on the front page
of the NY Times Today ... "U.S. Airdrops Weapons and Supplies
to Kurds Fighting in Kobani" When Dr. Nancy's + Gregs
brainstorming should be on the Front Page of the NY Times
to stimulate more activity in the frontal lobe! NY Times got $
a Trillion for these War Scam Stories of course!

10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat"
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat" Winning the war against ALL virus without any help
from the Pentagon + NY Times front page headlines on
Brainstorming sessions you can join in here. Not a FaceBook
Story on in the NY Times.
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over Rapid test for ALL
virus not here yet but will be a serendipity of our
brainstorming 24/7 for a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!
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brainstorming 24/7 for a Rx Cure for Breast Cancer!

10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over 4 MD Wives Coup
D'Etat..." Shell Oil + $777 Trillion in Oil Revenue!
10-20-14 Dr. Nancy Snyderman... our next-door neighbor,
who worked for Shell Oil Company, was retired at the age of
50. And my father was furious. So in addition to cutting up
his Shell Oil cards, and saying he wouldn't ever get Shell
gasoline again —and I don't think he has—he sat me down
and said: "This is why you want to become a doctor. You can
always tell someone that they're full of it, and still put food
on the table." He said: "You should never lose sight of that
sense of independence." So I had this love of hospitals, this
adoration of my father, and this need to be independent
and take care of myself. It was a no-brainer.

10-20-14 Shell Gas Station Robbed... NOT a story from Miami,
come to think of it there are NO News stories on gas stations
Robbed and women sucker punched out of hatred for our
1984 II Numb Nuts Dictator with syphilis!
10-20-14 Shell Gas Station Robbed... after the coup all gas
stations robbed will be an iApp so if you drive into a gas
station that has been robbed you know about it! Miami
Burger King robbed at gunpoint, suspects at large... BP Oil
Robbed you of $4 at every Shell station you got gas! For a
grand total of $777 Trillion! Which the Pentagon gave to
Mecca + Allah for their Godsend. 155 Story Eiffel Tower in
Mecca with $ gas hold up money. And the women sucker
punched.

10-20-14 Dr. Nancy Snyderman... But I was brainwashed by
the Front Page of the NY Times War Scam Stories!
10-20-14 Not on the front page of the NY Times Today...
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10-20-14 Not on the front page of the NY Times Today...
"Bodies of 7 murdered women found in northwestern
Indiana over the weekend ..."

10-20-14 This plague of War Scams" is on the front page of
the NY Times Today ... "U.S. Airdrops Weapons and Supplies to
Kurds Fighting in Kobani" By ERIC SCHMITT New York Times
Today
10-20-14 Not on the front page of the NY Times Today...
"Severe Burns over most their bodies in a fiery car crash last
night"
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over Air Force's Mysterious
X-37B Spacecraft"
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over the New Manhattan
Project for the Rx Cure of Breast Cancer!" $1 Trillion for Dr.
Nancy... Shared Nobel with Greg...

10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over when will our 1984 II
Numb Nuts Dictator make contact? When will we get to work
24/7 on "...put it in the H2O if it works to cure Breast
Cancer...
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over this... Homeland
Security pulled out of Airports + Social Security Offices
nation wide to stop 52K murders in 2014 52,000 is Light
Years from Homeland Securities 1984 II Numb Nuts Boss who
has syphilis and has given it to a Trillion others! Man
confesses to murders, leads police to the bodies of at least 7
women in Indiana! This is not on the font page of the NY
Times, terrorists from ISIS is Headlines... 1984 II Big Brother
spends trillions on Home Land Security... syphilis on the
brain symptoms grin!
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10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over this...
10-20-14 "Speculation Runs Wild Over this...

10-20-14 Snowstorms and avalanches have killed 39
climbers on a popular hiking route in the Himalayas, Nepali
officials say. After a fourth day of searches, 384 people have
been rescued from the Annapurna trail, 216 of them
foreigners, in the country's worst-ever!!
10-20-14 Navy Fighter Jet Pilots ejecting over a worst-ever
avalanche would walk into Nepal...
10-20-14 In my Hippocampus I have reinvented the
Himalayas Mt. gear, obvious no one else has as if they all ere
in Navy Fighter Jet Pilot jump suits all 39 + would have
walked to Nepal taking in the Mountain Tops thinking of
"God" and Aliens around all the nearest 52 stars no one else
had as if they did NASA would have a JFk Super Shuttle
Train not JFK super Carrier Fleet @ $10 Trillion!
From <http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/>
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